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Recommendations  
 
Recommendation #1: Meet existing immigration targets as part of the 2022-2024 Immigration Levels 
Plan and to also continue to build on these targets systematically. Specifically, Century Initiative 
recommends that: 

• Over the next decade, the federal government target immigrant admissions representing 1.15 to 
1.25 per cent of the total population per year.  

• The federal government ensure that Canada’s immigration system is based on a foundation of 
permanent immigration.  

• The federal government recognize that climate change will create increases in global climate 
migration, and that our immigration targets should build-in the necessary cushions for Canada to 
be able to accept additional climate migrants.  

 
Recommendation #2: Make significant investments in the human resources and digital infrastructure that 
will enable Immigration Refugees and Citizenship Canada to effectively process visas.   
 
Recommendation #3: Stand up policies, programs and funding to close the newcomer income gap 
through access to quality jobs that match skill level, expertise, and experience.  
 
Recommendation #4: Commit to investing in the social and physical infrastructures that will support a 
growing population and ensure a high quality of life and standard for living for all Canadians. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A bigger, bolder Canada 
 

https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/news/notices/supplementary-immigration-levels-2022-2024.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/news/notices/supplementary-immigration-levels-2022-2024.html
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Canada has long been known as a resource economy and today, the number one resource we rely on is 
our people. We need people to drive our growing economy, our evolving workforce, and our innovation 
potential. Our future prosperity depends on people, but Canada today has a problem – the foundation of 
our economy – our people, our population, is not growing fast enough.  
 
Our population growth rate today is at its lowest in nearly a century and at the same time our population is 
aging, and Canada’s fertility rate is dropping. The implications of this intersection of challenges has never 
been starker. For example, today Canadians are facing down an unprecedented labour shortage that is 
impacting all sectors from coast to coast to coast – we are feeling it in hospitals, hospitality, the building 
trades and in board rooms alike.  
 
Our population problem has both immediate implications – like those in the labour market – and long-run 
implications, like building the tax base that can support an aging population and the dynamism needed to 
build ideas that will drive economic growth. Despite these challenges, another future is possible. One 
where Canada is populous, prosperous, and diverse. Where our enterprises and workers thrive, 
generating the economic activity and innovation necessary to support strong public services.  
 
A bolder Canada—and a bigger Canada. To achieve this future, Century Initiative has set an 
aspirational goal of achieving a population of 100 million people by 2100.  
 
But growth is only part of this vision. We must grow – but we must grow well, by ensuring that population 
growth is sustainable and that its benefits are broadly shared by those who already call Canada home, 
and those who will join us.  
 
This means building the physical and social infrastructure that will be needed for 100 million people to call 
Canada home: housing, roads, bridges, public transit, and strengthened education services. This also 
means closing critical gaps in outcomes based on race, gender, Indigeneity, and immigration status. To 
achieve this vision, we will need to work collaboratively with cities, provinces, territories and Indigenous 
peoples.  
 
A bigger Canada tomorrow starts with bold action today. 
 
Century Initiative is pleased to provide this submission as part of pre-budget consultations and to share 
the following evidence-based recommendations, that are aligned with the findings of our 2nd annual 
National Scorecard on Canada’s Growth and Prosperity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Achieving a bigger, bolder Canada  
 

https://www.centuryinitiative.ca/scorecard/home
https://www.centuryinitiative.ca/scorecard/home
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Recommendation #1: Meet and exceed existing immigration targets as part of the 2022-2024 
Immigration Levels Plan and to also continue to build on these targets systematically. Specifically, 
Century Initiative recommends that: 

• Over the next decade, the federal government target immigrant admissions representing 1.15 to 
1.25 per cent of the total population per year.  

• The federal government ensure that Canada’s immigration system is based on a foundation of 
permanent immigration.  

• The federal government recognize that climate change will create increases in global climate 
migration, and that our immigration targets should build-in the necessary cushions for Canada to 
be able to accept additional climate migrants.  

 
Today’s demographic and labour market headwinds demand that all levels of government across Canada 
act and deploy the key policy levers they oversee. With an aging population, low fertility rate, and an 
unprecedented labour shortage in front of us, a natural solution is to increase immigration.  
 
Increasing immigration levels to Canada isn’t just a short-term solution to short-term problems though. It’s 
also a down payment on our future prosperity. Immigration helps us to ensure we have the world’s best 
and brightest contributing to Canada’s economy, entrepreneurship, and innovation. Immigration also 
grows our diversity, providing Canada - its businesses, institutions, and communities with a greater range 
of creativity, perspectives, and experience.  
 
While our current targets are ambitious – and we applaud the government for moving towards these – we 
can be even more ambitious. Century Initiative welcomed the increases in immigration targets initiated in 
2021 and 2022 and believes this will be critical to our future economic growth. Recent research from the 
Conference Board of Canada and Century Initiative shows there is a clear economic case for the federal 
government to continue to grow our immigration targets.  
 
Simply maintaining our current immigration would generate an additional $67 billion in GDP annually by 
2040. This is a significant amount of money – it is larger than any year-over-year increase in Canada’s 
total GDP in the last five years. This projected growth scenario would generate an additional $15.5 billion 
in federal government revenues annually by 2040. In addition to the economic benefits of immigration, all 
Canadians would gain from a society that can maintain quality of life by proper funding for infrastructure 
and key services such as health care, child care and education. 
 
Canada’s prosperity has been built on a foundation of permanent immigration. While there are many 
reasons for a modern immigration system to admit individuals on temporary status, such as short-term 
labour market needs or for study, long-term challenges require long-term solutions. Canada should 
ensure that its immigration system is based on permanent immigration. This must include pathways to 
permanent residency for individuals on temporary statuses.    
 
Further, it will be critical for the federal government to recognize that as the impacts of climate change 
accelerate and are amplified, there will be more migrants forced to find new homes. Look no further than 
the floods in Pakistan this June, that have displaced nearly 8 million people.  
 
If we start thinking now about how to integrate climate modeling and forecasts of climate migration into 
our domestic demographic and economic modeling, we have an opportunity not just to help respond to 
what will be a humanitarian crisis, but to turn that crisis into a social and economic positive for Canada. 
 
Recommendation #2: We recommend that the federal government make significant investments in the 
human resources and digital infrastructure that will enable Immigration Refugees and Citizenship Canada 
to effectively process visas.  
 

https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/news/notices/supplementary-immigration-levels-2022-2024.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/news/notices/supplementary-immigration-levels-2022-2024.html
https://www.centuryinitiative.ca/news/building-on-covid-period-immigration-levels-the-economic-case
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Canada is a beacon for the world’s best and brightest, a first-choice destination for students, for 
entrepreneurs and for highly skilled and qualified workers across all sectors. Being the premier 
destination is an enviable position to be in globally, but to preserve this reputation, we need to be able to 
ensure newcomers can get to Canada.  
 
The federal government is rightly taking action to enable more temporary residents to remain in Canada 
and fill critical labour market gaps, for example in healthcare, in the trades, and in the green economy. 
However, there is more the federal government can do to ensure that Canadian businesses have access 
to the innovative, entrepreneurial, and high-skill talent they need, and it starts with our ability to process 
visas at the speed individuals and businesses demand.  
 
Today, there is a significant backlog of work and student visas, as well as permanent residence 
applications of all kinds, and while the federal government is working tirelessly to process these, 
Canada’s reputation is on the line. If we are to successfully grow our immigration targets, we need to also 
invest in the human resources and digital infrastructures that will allow us to do so effectively. For 
example, the federal government should invest in:  
 

• Additional digital infrastructure and solutions to modernize Canada’s visa processing systems  

• Additional processing capacity at visa offices abroad 

• Additional processing capacity domestically  
 
Recommendation #3: Stand up policies, programs and funding to close the newcomer income gap 
through access to quality jobs that match skill level, expertise, and experience.  
 
The gap between immigrant income and the income of the rest of the population is a long-standing 
challenge. Conference Board of Canada and Century Initiative research found that, “If Canada can help 
immigrants move more quickly to employment that matches their skills and experience, they will be more 
productive, improve their earnings, and raise GDP and GDP per capita to the benefit of all Canadians.” 
 
Canada can realize the full potential of immigrant talent by providing comprehensive labour market 
integration supports – for example, increasing the availability of support for immigrants to connect with 
employers pre-arrival and making credential recognition processes more efficient.   
 
The federal government, in collaboration with the provinces and territories should make significant 
investments in foreign credential recognition programs, to speed labour market integration and help to 
future-proof and further insulate our economy. We’ve seen governments begin to act in particular sectors 
– like healthcare, in Ontario – to more quickly recognize the qualifications of foreign-trained nurses. We 
need to build on this momentum and scale action across the country and across sectors, and it needs to 
be proactive.  
 
The federal government – in collaboration with the provinces and territories – should also invest in 
retraining, upskilling, and career navigation supports, and ensuring quality employment for all Canadians. 
Canada’s economy is evolving rapidly, and the skills required to succeed today, will necessarily be 
different than those tomorrow. To ensure that newcomers – including those who may not have post-
secondary credentials – can adapt to a changing labour market, all governments will have to focus and 
invest in such policy, training and supports.  
 
Recommendation #4: Commit to investing in the social and physical infrastructures that will support a 
growing population and ensure a high quality of life and standard for living for all Canadians. 
 
For Century Initiative, it’s not enough for Canada simply to grow its population, at the same time, we have 
to grow well. That means investing in the infrastructure – both social and physical – that will support a 

https://www.conferenceboard.ca/e-library/abstract.aspx?did=11234
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growing population. In some instances, as indicated by our Scorecard – like child care – we are moving in 
the right direction. However, in others, significant work is required.  
 
Chief among those today must be affordable housing. Canada faces a significant infrastructure gap today 
– estimates very widely, but it sits in the hundreds of billions – and our housing challenges are well 
known. To make housing affordable in Canada, the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corp. (CMHC) says 
3.5 million more homes need to be built by 2030. Policies such as reducing the financialization of 
housing, increasing housing supply, modernizing zoning, taxing unused properties or foreign house 
purchases, and preventing house flipping can limit dangerous growth in house prices. 
 
With respect to social infrastructure, Century Initiative applauds the government’s commitment to high 
quality, affordable, accessible childcare and welcomes the signing of federal-provincial agreements to 
implement the Canada-wide Early Learning and Child Care System across the country.  
 
Improved policies to support families and children, such as child care and parental leave can impact 
Canada’s fertility rate by supporting Canadians’ choices on family size. They can further support the well-
being of children and families, create jobs, positively impact labour force participation and the economy, 
and help to attract and retain newcomers to Canada.  
 

About Century Initiative 
Century Initiative is a national, non-partisan charity with a mission to enhance Canada’s long-term 
prosperity, resiliency and global influence by responsibly growing the population of Canada to 100 
million by 2100. 
 

Contact 
Lisa Lalande 
CEO, Century Initiative 
lisa@centuryinitiative.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c96387268b96752ffd6100/t/59d3ee32d7bdcef89793aee4/1507061319999/15_things_to_know.pdf
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/article-over-22-million-housing-units-needed-by-2030-to-solve-affordability/
mailto:lisa@centuryinitiative.ca

